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The establishment and its monopoly on the art world had still retained the ideals of the Renaissance: These
"Impressionists" set out to capture a visual impression of a scene. They painted outside instead of in studios to
observe the play of natural light and colors. They selected fleeting moments instead of historical or allegorical
subjects. Impressionist works seem spontaneous rather than studied and calculated. Importance to
20th-century art: Seurat and Signac had developed a theory of "divisionism," involving unblended pigment
and the phenomenon of retinal afterimage. They found a scientific basis for the intuitive discoveries of the
Impressionists regarding light and luminosity. They realized that color is mixed in the eye, not on the pallet.
Sometimes Neo-Impressionists extended their technique to the frame also. The piece is composed not really of
round dots, but of minute brush-strokes, splashes of color applied with a technique Seurat called
Divisionbrush strokesism. The canvas comes alive at the ideal distance: The piece inspired the Sondheim
musical of the mids, Sunday in the Park with George. The school was a goal more than a style. Arts and Crafts
artists and craftspersons wanted art to be affordable for all, and to break down the hierarchy elevating painting
and sculpture above other, especially more functional, forms. Art should be beautiful and functional; it should
be a lived experience not just something for the affluent. There was a preference for pre-capitalist and
therefore medieval craftsmanship Morris joined his Pre-Raphaelite friends in this , an era seen as morally
preferable too. Morris and others set up an anti-industrial firm, modeled on the medieval guild, where applied
art objects were designed and crafted by the artists. Furniture, tapestry, stained glass, carpets, tiles, wallpaper
all come out of this. The principles of this movement will be taken up by several 20th-century art movements.
Art Nouveau emerged in many media, trying to erase the distinction between fine and applied arts and
exploring the expressive possibilities of line, form, and color. The emphasis is on the line, whether undulating,
representational, abstracted, or geometric -- often characterized by writhing plant forms and vines. Alphonso
Mucha achieved instant Parisian celebrity with his poster for a Sarah Bernhardt play Gismonda. In Vienna,
architects like Wagner, Hoffmann, and Olbrich, and artists such as Klimt gathered to promote the style
through the Secessionist magazine Ver Sacrum. In Germany, the movement split between the decorative and
streamlined design. In America architects like Sullivan and Wright were influenced by European ideas but
conceived Art Nouveau in different terms, while designers like Tiffany enthusiastically embraced the
movement. Proliferation and popularity was the downfall of Art Nouveau. Second-rate imitators saturated the
market and Art Deco took over. Art in the Modern Era:
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